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Read the paragraph and fill in the missing words.

Most weekdays were __________, doing the same thing all the time, but this

Tuesday was different. We were going to go on a hot air balloon ride if the

weather cooperated. If the weather wasn’t nice, I would be both disappointed

and __________ that we saved up money for the ride but couldn’t go.

Luckily, the weather was __________ for our hot air balloon ride! Usually I

was annoyed with my sister when she got too excited, but because I was

excited too, she was __________. When we got next to the balloon, it was

__________! The __________ instruments on the hot air balloon were all

__________. The view was __________! I could see for miles, and it was

just beautiful. I wished we could stay up there longer, but the pilot had to go

back for his next set of riders. His business must have been __________,

since there were plenty of riders waiting for him. He could have charged

more money, but he seemed to be an __________ man.

Word list: favorable, tolerable, honorable, reliable, enormous, numerous,
miraculous, monotonous, prosperous, furious
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Read the paragraph and fill in the missing words.

Most weekdays were monotonous, doing the same thing all the time, but this

Tuesday was different. We were going to go on a hot air balloon ride if the

weather cooperated. If the weather wasn’t nice, I would be both disappointed

and furious that we saved up money for the ride but couldn’t go. Luckily, the

weather was favorable for our hot air balloon ride! Usually I was annoyed

with my sister when she got too excited, but because I was  excited too, she

was tolerable. When we got next to the balloon, it was enormous! The

numerous instruments on the hot air balloon were all reliable. The view was

miraculous! I could see for miles, and it was just beautiful. I wished we could

stay up there longer, but the pilot had to go back for his next set of riders. His

business must have been prosperous, since there were plenty of riders

waiting for him. He could have charged more money, but he seemed to be

an honorable man.

Word list: favorable, tolerable, honorable, reliable, enormous, numerous,
miraculous, monotonous, prosperous, furious
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